Abstract: A sizing methodology called the nearcharacteristic waveform-synthesising method (NCWSM) is proposed to determine the device sizes of CMOS combinational logic circuits under a fixed delay specification. By using accurate physical timing models and the NCWSM, a fixeddelay sizing algorithm is developed and implemented, which sizes circuits quickly and globally. It can handle CMOS inverters, multi-input NAND/NOR gates, and AOIjOAI gates, all with device channel lengths down to 1.5 pm. It is shown through experimental verifications that the proposed algorithm can size a circuit with much smaller CPU time than that for the heuristic approach, and the resultant circuit power dissipations are nearly the same. As the circuit complexity increases, the above advantageous feature becomes more significant and the minimum realisable delay is even smaller than that of the heuristic approach. With high efficiency and delay accuracy, the proposed sizing algorithm and methodology can handle large-scale circuits with less design time. It can also serve to provide a good initial guess for more advanced sizing operations.
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Introduction
Realising various circuit parameters to meet a delay time requirement is one of the most important issues in computer-aided integrated circuit (IC) design. Recently, there have been several publications [l-31 that have discussed such a fixed-delay sizing problem for MOS logic circuits. These approaches might provide an optimal sizing through an iterative process, but the required CPU time is increased considerably to an intolerable level. Sometimes, the sizing approaches cannot even get convergent results.
In certain IC design cases where the design turnaround time is critical or the circuit scale is quite large, a fast sizing operation is valuable because of the restricted design time and the large manageable circuit size to he dealt with within a fixed amount of CPU time. Although the optimal realisation for the given specifications may not be exactly achieved, the fast sizing operation can still realise a circuit with a better performance than that achieved in manual design. Moreover, the results of a fast sizing operation can serve as a good initial guess for other more advanced sizing operations.
It is the aim of this paper to develop an algorithm for fast transistor sizing of CMOS combinational logic circuits subjected to fixed-delay specifications. A sizing methodology called the near-characteristic waveformsynthesising method (NCWSM) is proposed. Using the NCWSM, the output rise and fall times in each gate except the first gate, whose size is fixed, can be obtained from the given rise (or fall) time, the chosen rise-time/falltime ratio, and the fan-in number of the gate [4] . The device sizes of the gate can then be calculated through suitable timing equations which relate device sizes to delay, rise, or fall times. After the device sizes are obtained, the maximum circuit delay is calculated by using the timing equations and by comparison with the specified value. From the comparison results, the previous rise (and fall) time is adjusted and the sizing operation and the delay calculation are performed again. This process is done subsequently in every signal path simultaneously until the specified delay time is achieved. In comparison with the conventional fixed-delay sizing algorithm [l, 31, the new sizing algorithm consumes much smaller CPU time, and the sized circuits have nearly the same power dissipation. As the circuit becomes complex, the proposed fixed-delay algorithm can size the circuit with a smaller fixed-delay specification.
In the NCWSM, accurate, efficient, and versatile models for the delay times of logic gates are required. The timing models developed by the present authors [5-81 have a reasonable accuracy and a wide applicability range for different CMOS logic gates with short device channel lengths down to 1.5 pm, different device parameters, capacitive loads, fan-out numbers, and input excitation waveforms. Hence these models are adopted in the sizing operations using the NCWSM.
Physical timing models of CMOS combinational gates
Generally, the rise and fall and delay times of an MOS logic gate are determined by (i) the device currents; (ii) the internal device capacitances; (iii) the load capacitance or resistance contributed by the loading gates; (iv) the load cpacitance or resistance contributed by the interconnection line or off-chip fixed capacitive loads; (v) the rise and fall times of the input waveforms, and (vi) the excited input nodes or the input excitation patterns. Of these, the 379 I I I first two factors are related to the device sizes and the last two factors are associated with the input excitations.
Ideally, an accurate, efficient, and versatile timing model formulates the rise and fall and delay times of a logic gate in terms of the above six factors. The formulas have an analytical form and a good accuracy under variations of device and circuit parameters. Such a model, then, can be applied to the sizing process and timing verification with good accuracy and efficiency.
In the timing models [5-81 to be adopted in the sizing algorithm, the general modelling approach is to derive, section-by-section, the analytical formulas of the rise of fall times TR and TF from the linearised large-signal equivalent circuit of a CMOS logic gate under the characteristic-waveform [5- The accuracy of the timing models for CMOS inverters has been widely verified through extensive comparisons between model calculation and SPICE simulation. Some of the comparisons are shown in Fig. 1 
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Comparisons between model calculation and SPICE simulation 2.0 ns. It is found through accuracy verification that the maximum error is under 15% for inverters with different input waveforms, device parameters, and circuit parameters [5-81. The developed timing models can also characterise the timing of multi-input logic gates excited at any input node. As an illustrative example, a 3-input CMOS NAND gate shown in Fig. 2 or the node 3 is excited while other nodes are at V,,, the timing is of the non-worst-case type. According to our observations, the longest rise delay of a 3-input CMOS NAND gate with one fan-out gate is about 58% longer than the corresponding shortest delay, thus it cannot be overlooked. The timing models developed by the present authors considered all the triggering cases. Some of the comparisons between SPICE simulation and model calculation are listed in Table 1 for 2 pm 3-input adopted. In this strategy, the rise-time/fall-time ratio in a gate is fixed. In the general sizing methodology, such a ratio can be arbitrarily chosen by the designer. The ratio can be unity for symmetrical transition. Having determined the ratio, the rise (fall) time can be calculated from the given fall (rise) time. In sizing an MOS digital IC, the logic structure, the input waveforms to the circuit, the output off-chip loading, and the technology and device parameters are known. In combinational logic circuits, the output loading of the last stage in each signal path is the output off-chip loading and the loading of the internal device capacitances of the last stage, which depend on the device sizes. If the input excitation patterns and the input and output rise and fall times of the last stage are given, its device sizes are the only unknown factors in the rise-time and fall-time equations [S-S] of the timing models. Then the device sizes of the last stage can be calculated from those timing equations. Having obtained the device sizes of the last stage, the output loading of the stage preceding the last stage can be determined. Thus its device sizes can also be calculated similarly by solving its timing equations. This implies that the sizing operation of combinational logic circuits can be done sequentially from the last stages of all signal paths towards the first stages of the paths. In this way, the sizing is done globally.
In the circuit to be sized by using the fixed-delay sizing, the size of the first gate in each signal path should be fixed and the sizes of the other gates have to be found to reduce the circuit maximum delay below the specified value. In this Section, the general sizing methodology is described first, and then it is applied to the fixed-delay sizing. The associated algorithm will be presented in the following Section.
As discussed previously in this Section, the input excitation patterns and the input and output rise and fall times of a gate must be given, and the sizing can then be performed. To determine the input and output rise and In the design of taper buffer [9, lo] , we found that, as the minimum-delay design is achieved, the internal voltage waveform at each output node becomes the same, being the characteristic waveform [S-lo]. For a combinational logic circuit with different kinds of gate, it is found from extensive SPICE simulations on some special testing circuits that the minimum delay can be reached if the output rise or fall time of a gate is nearly proportional to its fan-in number. The resultant waveforms are still closed to characteristic waveforms. Such behaviours have also been explored [4] . Based on the above considerations, a sizing methodology called the nearcharacteristic waveform-synthesising method (NCWSM) is proposed to determine the rise and fall times of each gate. In the NCWSM, a suitable time is chosen, and the output rise and fall times of each logic gate except the first gate in each signal path can be calculated from the chosen rise-time/fall-time ratio and the fan-in number N, i.e. the maximum number N of the series NMOS or PMOS in the gate.
Having determined the input and output rise and fall times, the input excitation pattern to each gate except the first gate has to be determined. In the NCWSM, only the input excitation pattern which leads to the worst-case timing of a logic gate is considered to simplify the computation complexity and to save computer time. Thus the input excitation node of a logic gate is the node farthest away from the output node. This leads to a safe design, in that the actual chip delay is always equal to or smaller than that designed.
Using the determined rise and fall times and input excitation patterns, the next step in the NCWSM is to calculate the device sizes. The device size of each gate except the first gate can be calculated from the suitable rise-time/fall-time equations, and its total delay time can be calculated from eqns. 1 and 2. Here, a commonly used CMOS design strategy is also applied. This strategy is that all MOSFETs in series are designed with equal channel width, and so are all MOSFETs in parallel. Sometimes, the synthesised device sizes are smaller than the user-defined minimum allowable channel width or larger than the user-defined maximum allowable channel width. In the first abnormal case, the device sizes are set to the minimum allowable values in the NCWSM. In the second abnormal case, the device sizes are set to the maximum allowable values. These two reset considerations have also been adopted in the sizing methodology. 
Fixed-delay sizing algorithm
Before the fixed-delay sizing algorithm is developed, typical characteristics of the total delay time as a function I I I of rise (fall) time TR(TF) in a string of 10 CMOS inverters are investigated. The inverters string is shown in Fig. 3 where the size of the first inverter is fixed. The channel width of the n-channel MOSFET in the first inverter is 2.0pm, whereas the channel width of the p-channel MOSFET is determined from the chosen unity rise-time/ fall-time ratio. The transistors in other stages are synthesised in sequence using the NCWSM with different given output rise (or fall) times TR( = TF). The resultant total delay time as a function of TR( = TF) is shown in Fig. 4, where T,,,, is the minimum total delay time obtained using the NCWSM and the corresponding rise (fall) time is denoted by T;(T:). Once the specified rise (fall) time is equal to TX(T:), the resultant output rise (fall) time of the first inverter is also equal to T:(Tg), resulting in the well known taper buffer design. The internal output waveforms are characteristic waveforms. If the specified start I ' calculate the maximum fan-in number F,,tot of the circult size the circuit by using NCWSM and T k and obtain the total delay time TA slze the circuit by using NCWSM and TA output rise or fall time is larger or smaller than TX or T:, the resultant output rise or fall time of the first inverter after sizing is smaller or larger than the specified one because the second inverter has a smaller or larger size than that in the taper buffer case. In both cases, the total delay time is increased. From Fig. 4 , it is also found that, if the total delay time is much larger than TDmin, the resultant total delay time can be approximated by a linear function of the given rise (fall) time. However, if the total delay time is slightly larger than TDmin, it can be approximated by a quadratic function. These two approximations will be used to adjust the next rise (fall) time in the fixed-delay sizing algorithm. The detailed algorithm is shown in Fig.  5 . Fig. 5 shows the flow diagram of the sizing algorithm. The first step is to calculate the maximum fan-in number It has been shown that the determined initial guessed value leads to a faster convergence than the other values. In Fig. 5 , the check point A is used to check whether the total delay time is a linear or a quadratic function of rise (fall) time. If the smaller rise (fall) time between TX-'(T;-') and Tk(Ti) does not lead to the smaller total delay time between Tb-' and T k , the total delay time as a function of TR (TF) is approximated by a quadratic equation. Otherwise, it is approximated by a linear equation. The other two check points, called termination A and termination B in Fig. 5 , are used to check whether the termination condition that the error between the resultant and the specified delay times is achieved within 1%. In termination B, whether the specified delay time T,,,,,, is too small for the circuit is also checked and a message is sent out. Since the quadratic equation cannot be fitted by two values of rise (fall) time, the third rise and fall times can be determined for i = 2. In the case of i 2 3, the fixeddelay algorithm directly selects three delay (rise) times from previous calculations.
From Fig. 4 , it is found that, if the specified total delay time is larger than T, , , , the combinational logic circuits can be sized by two sets of rise or fall times. Since the smaller output rise (fall) time requires a larger channel width, the developed fixed-delay algorithm chooses the larger one to perform the sizing. In general, the required number of iterations using the NCWSM is under 15.
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Design examples using proposed fixed-delay sizing algorithm
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed fixed-delay sizing algorithm, many circuit examples have been tested. Moreover, a comparison between the proposed fixeddelay sizing algorithm and the heuristic approach [l, 31 has been made. In the comparison, the timing models developed by the present authors were used in both algorithms. The increment constant BUMPSIZE [I, 31 used in the heuristic approach was 1.1. Fig. 6 shows a design example on taper buffers. The comparisons of the minimum realisable delay times using the proposed fixed-delay algorithm and the heuristic approach are listed in Table 2. From Table 2 , it is seen that the difference is only within 2%. To further verify the efficiency of the proposed fixed-delay algorithm, the performance of the sized circuit and the CPU time consumed in both methods are listed in Table 3 for C, = 10 pF and Table 4 for C, = 50 pF. In these data, the power dissipation is defined as the total energy loss during one transition divided by the resultant delay time of the sized circuit [ll] . It is found that the power consumption of the circuit sized by using the proposed fixeddelay algorithm and the heuristic approach are of the same order of magnitude. However, the required CPU times and numbers of iterations in the proposed fixeddelay algorithm are much smaller than in the heuristic approach. Generally, the required number of iterations in the proposed fixed-delay sizing algorithm is under 14.
Figs. 7a and b show the reachable minimum delay times and the power consumptions, respectively, as functions of output load capacitance for a 4 bit even-parity checker shown in Fig. 8 , which is sized by using the proposed algorithm and the heuristic approach. It is found from Fig. 7a that the reachable minimum delay times using the two sizing methods have only a 5 % difference. As to the power consumption of the sized 4 bit evenparity checker, it is smaller in the proposed algorithm than in the heuristic algorithm for the output load capacitances from 2 to 14pF. Nevertheless, for the output loading from 18 to 20 pF, the power consumption of the 4 bit even-parity checker sized by using the proposed fixed-delay sizing algorithm is larger than that sized by using the heuristic algorithm. By using the heuristic approach, the resultant power consumption of the sized 4 bit even-parity checker with CO,, = 14 pF is larger than that with CO,, = 18 p F because the increment of the device size in the heuristic approach is discrete and controlled by BUMPSIZE. Although a smaller value of BUMPSIZE could be chosen to reduce the increment of device size and the performance discontinuities, the required CPU time would become intolerably large. This phenomenon is not seen in the sizing operation using the proposed fixed-delay algorithm. Table 5 lists the required CPU times and numbers of iterations in both methods. It is found that the required CPU time and number of iterations in the proposed fixed-delay algorithm are much smaller than in the heuristic approach. Fig. 9 shows a benchmark circuit RD53 [12], which contains A01 gates. On sizing the circuit using the heuristic approach, the minimum realisable delay time is 18.8 ns. However, it is only 14 ns on using the proposed fixed-delay algorithm. Table 6 lists the results of the sizing. It is found that the required CPU times and number of iterations in the proposed fixed-delay algorithm are much smaller than in the heuristic approach. Since the adopted timing models have complicated delay equations, the required calculation time is slightly longer than that of the conventional delay models 19-lo]. However, the adopted timing models show a satisfactory accuracy with a wide range of device sizes, capacitive loads, device parameter variations, input excitation nodes, and input waveforms not deviating much from charcteristic waveforms [SI. This greatly enhances the sizing accuracy. To demonstrate this, delay comparisons between calcuation and SPICE simulation on the error of the delay times between SPICE simulation and model calculation is also under 15%.
As seen in Table 7 , the resultant delay times of the sized circuit are smaller than the specified delay time. This is because the worst-case delay consideration for the Fig. 9 Benchmark circuit RD53 sized circuits are performed. First, a string of 40 CMOS inverters with a fixed-delay specification of 20 ns were sized by the proposed fixed-delay sizing algorithm. The total delay time of the sized circuit obtained from SPICE simulations is 17.3 ns. The error of 13.5% is within the maximum error of the developed timing models. A 4 bit even-parity checker was also sized under different delay specifications and with the input A excited by an exponential input rising waveform (T = 0.3 ns) and the other nodes (B, C, and D) maintained at V,, . The comparisons of the model calculation and SPICE simulation are given in Table 7 . In Table 7 , it is found that the maximum 
Conclusions
Through extensive comparison and experimental verification, it has been proved that the developed sizing algorithm for CMOS combinational logic circuits (inverters, multi-input NAND and NOR, AOI, and OAI) has the advantageous features of high computation efficiency and low CPU-time consumption. Compared with the heuristic approach [l, 31, the proposed fixed-delay algorithm can size the circuits with nearly the same power dissipation but less CPU time and fewer iterations, especially when the circuits are complex. Moreover, it can also size the circuits with smaller reachable minimum delay. Owing to the adopted accurate physical timing models, the sized circuit has a good accuracy in delay when compared to SPICE simulation results. These advantages make the proposed new sizing algorithm attractive and versatile in many VLSI CAD applications. 
